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Lonely Planet Pocket New York City 2018-10-01

lonely planet the world s number one travel guide publisher lonely planet s pocket new york city is
your passport to the most relevant up to date advice on what to see and skip and what hidden
discoveries await you stroll along the high line for a lofty view of the city soak up art old and new at
the met and moma and walk across the brooklyn bridge for a dozen iconic nyc photo ops all with
your trusted travel companion get to the heart of new york city and begin your journey now inside
lonely planet s pocket new york city full color maps and images throughout highlights and itineraries
help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests insider tips to save time and money and
get around like a local avoiding crowds and trouble spots essential info at your fingertips hours of
operation phone numbers websites transit tips prices honest reviews for all budgets eating sleeping
sightseeing going out shopping hidden gems that most guidebooks miss free convenient pull out map
included in print version plus over 19 color neighborhood maps user friendly layout with helpful
icons and organized by neighborhood to help you pick the best spots to spend your time covers lower
manhattan the financial district soho chinatown west village chelsea the meatpacking district upper
west side central park upper east side midtown union square flatiron district gramercy east village
lower east side brooklyn and more the perfect choice lonely planet s pocket new york city is our
colorful easy to use handy guide that literally fits in your pocket providing on the go assistance for
those seeking the best sights and experiences on a short visit or weekend break looking for more
extensive coverage check out lonely planet s usa guide for an in depth look at all the country has to
offer about lonely planet lonely planet is a leading travel media company and the world s number
one travel guidebook brand providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of
traveler since 1973 over the past four decades we ve printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown
a dedicated passionate global community of travelers you ll also find our content online and in mobile
apps video 14 languages nine international magazines armchair and lifestyle books ebooks and more
lonely planet guides are quite simply like no other new york times lonely planet it s on everyone s
bookshelves it s in every traveller s hands it s on mobile phones it s on the internet it s everywhere
and it s telling entire generations of people how to travel the world fairfax media australia source
nielsen bookscan australia uk usa 5 2016 4 2017 important notice the digital edition of this book may
not contain all of the images found in the physical edition

Good Night New York City 2006-10-28

easy to read text introduces the sights of new york city through a full day of sightseeing

A People's Guide to New York City 2022-01-25

this alternative guidebook for one of the world s most popular tourist destinations explores all five
boroughs to reveal a people s new york city the sites and stories of a people s guide to new york city
shift our perception of what defines new york placing the passion determination defeats and victories
of its people at the core delving into the histories of new york s five boroughs you will encounter
enslaved africans in revolt women marching for equality workers on strike musicians and performers
claiming streets for their art and neighbors organizing against landfills and industrial toxins and in
support of affordable housing and public schools the streetscapes that emerge from these groups
struggles bear the traces and this book shows you where to look to find them new york city is a
preeminent global city serving as the headquarters for hundreds of multinational firms and a world
renowned cultural hub for fashion art and music it is among the most multicultural cities in the
world and also one of the most segregated cities in the united states the people that make this global
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city function immigrants people of color and the working classes reside largely in the so called outer
boroughs outside the corporations neon and skyscrapers of manhattan a people s guide to new york
city expands the scope and scale of traditional guidebooks providing an equitable exploration of the
diverse communities throughout the city through the stories of over 150 sites across the bronx
manhattan queens brooklyn and staten island as well as thematic tours and contemporary and archival
photographs a people s new york emerges one in which collective struggles for justice and freedom
have shaped the very landscape of the city

York City Football Club 2000

although they have spent nearly all their time in the lower divisions of the football league york city
football club can boast a number of fine achievements and have contributed a great deal to the
sporting history of the ancient city that is their home this book illustrates city s past with a superb
collection of action photographs team shots player portraits programme covers and other items of
memorabilia each decade has provided heroes and drama in the 1930s the club reached the fa cup
sixth round and bootham crescent housed its biggest ever attendance of 28 123 wartime crowds were
entertained by a number of star guest players and in the mid fifties city came so near to being the
first ever division three side to reach wembley losing to newcastle united in an fa cup semi final
replay the 1960s saw an exciting promotion campaign and in 1974 city climbed to the highest point in
their history when they reached the old second division and rubbed shoulders with the likes of
manchester united chelsea aston villa and sutherland after a few less fruitful seasons york won the
division four title in some style in 1983 84 becoming the first club to reach 100 points in a season and
they achieved another promotion in 1992 93 after a tense afternoon at wembley in recent years they
have pulled off some remarkable giant killing feats including arsenal manchester united and everton
among their victims in cup competitions with detailed captions from club historian david batters this
is an essential read for anyone with an interest in york city and will delight both young and old
supporters of the team

York City 2008-08

a guide to the varied and fascinating history of york city beginning with the pioneering early days in
the midland league and election to the football league in 1929 it documents 75 years of league
membership

A Short and Remarkable History of New York City 1999

now in its fifth printing which includes the events of september 11 2001 selected by the american
association of university presses as one of the best of the best from the university presses 2000

New York City Like a Local 2023-05-04

keen to explore a different side of new york city like a local is the book for you this isn t your
ordinary travel guide you won t find the met or the statue of liberty in these pages because that s not
where new yorker s hang out instead you ll meet the locals at off broadway theatres putting on
quirky productions old ukrainian diners serving up family recipes and speakeasies hosting secret
parties and that s where this book takes you turn the pages to discover the small businesses and
community strongholds that add character to this vibrant city recommended by true locals 6 themed
walking tours dedicated to specific experiences such as flea markets and movie theatres a beautiful
gift book for anyone seeking to explore new york city helpful what3word addresses so you can
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pinpoint all the listed sights compiled by proud locals this stylish travel guide is packed with new
york s best experiences and hidden spots handily categorised to suit your mood and needs whether
you re a restless new yorker on the hunt for a new hangout or a visitor keen to discover a side you
won t find in traditional guidebooks new york city like a local will give you all the inspiration you
need about like a local these giftable and collectable guides from dk eyewitness are compiled
exclusively by locals whether they re born and bred or moved to study and never looked back our
experts shine a light on what it means to be a local pride for their city community spirit and local
expertise like a local will inspire readers to celebrate the secret as well as the iconic just like the locals
who call the city home looking for another guide to new york city explore further with our dk
eyewitness or top 10 guides to new york city

Mannahatta 2013-11-27

what did new york look like four centuries ago an extraordinary reconstruction of a wild island from
the forests of times square to the wetlands downtown named a best book of the year by library
journal new york magazine and san francisco chronicle on september 12 1609 henry hudson first set
foot on the land that would become manhattan today it s difficult to imagine what he saw but for
more than a decade landscape ecologist eric sanderson has been working to do just that mannahatta a
natural history of new york city is the astounding result of those efforts reconstructing in words and
images the wild island that millions now call home by geographically matching an eighteenth
century map with one of the modern city examining volumes of historic documents and collecting
and analyzing scientific data sanderson re creates topography flora and fauna from a time when actual
wolves prowled far beyond wall street and the degree of biological diversity rivaled that of our most
famous national parks his lively text guides you through this abundant landscape while breathtaking
illustrations transport you back in time mannahatta is a groundbreaking work that provides not only a
window into the past but also inspiration for the future a wise and beautiful book sure to enthrall
anyone interested in nyc history publishers weekly starred review a cartographical detective tale the
fact intense charts maps and tables offered in abundance here are fascinating the new york times an
exuberantly written and beautifully illustrated exploration of pre european gotham san francisco
chronicle you don t have to be a new yorker to be enthralled library journal

New York City For Dummies 2008-11-03

for dummies travel guides are the ultimate user friendly trip planners combining the broad appeal
and time tested features of the for dummies series with up to the minute advice and information
from the experts at frommer s small trim size for use on the go focused coverage of only the best
hotels and restaurants in all price ranges tear out cheat sheet with full color maps or easy reference
pointers from soaring skyscrapers to rumbling subways power shopping to bargain hunting world
renowned restaurants to neighborhood delis and pizzerias majestic cathedrals to times square new
york has it all chances are you can t do it all but this friendly guide helps you take a big bite out of
the big apple with maps and tips for getting around by public transit plus sights best seen on foot a
calendar of events for every season a shopper s guide including trendy areas like soho noho and nolita
information about great free attractions including the staten island ferry sample itineraries to help you
make the most of your trip like every for dummies travel guide new york city for dummies fifth
edition includes down to earth trip planning advice what you shouldn t miss and what you can skip
the best hotels and restaurants for every budget with information on must see attractions like the
statue of liberty the empire state building and central park places to take the kids an insider s look at
the nightlife tips on getting discount tickets to popular shows and a quick concierge with all kinds of
info this guide will have you saying i love new york
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123 NYC 2007-04-04

various scenes in new york city are used to illustrate the numbers from 1 to 20

New York Magazine 1997-09-08

new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and
quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country with award
winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion
the magazine s consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement
of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a place and an idea

New York, New York, New York 2022-03-15

a lively immersive history by an award winning urbanist of new york city s transformation and the
lessons it offers for the city s future

New York City English 2014-10-09

new york city english is one of the most recognizable of us dialects and research on it launched
modern sociolinguistics yet the city s speech has never before received a comprehensive description
and analysis in this book michael newman examines the differences and similarities among the ways
english is spoken by the extraordinarily diverse population living in the ny dialect region he uses
data from a variety of sources including older dialectological accounts classic and recent variationist
studies and original research on speakers from around the dialect region all levels of language are
explored including phonology morphosyntax lexicon and discourse along with a history of english in
the region but this book provides far more than a dialectological and historical inventory of linguistic
features the forms used by different groups of new yorkers are discussed in terms of their complex
social meanings furthermore newman illustrates the varied forms of sociolinguistic significance with
examples from the personal experiences of a variety of new yorkers and includes links to sound files
on the publisher s site and videos on youtube the result is a rigorous but accessible and compelling
account of the english spoken in this great city

Branding New York 2009-09-10

winner of the 2009 robert park book award for best community and urban sociology book branding
new york traces the rise of new york city as a brand and the resultant transformation of urban politics
and public life greenberg addresses the role of image in urban history showing who produces brands
and how and demonstrates the enormous consequences of branding she shows that the branding of
new york was not simply a marketing tool rather it was a political strategy meant to legitimatize
market based solutions over social objectives

Here is New York 2011-03-30

in the summer of 1948 e b white sat in a new york city hotel room and sweltering in the heat wrote
a remarkable pristine essay here is new york perceptive funny and nostalgic the author s stroll
around manhattan with the reader arm in arm remains the quintessential love letter to the city
written by one of america s foremost literary figures here is new york has been chosen by the new
york times as one of the ten best books ever written about the city the new yorker calls it the
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wittiest essay and one of the most perceptive ever done on the city

New York City 2017-08

welcome to new york city the city that never sleeps explore the statue of liberty central park and
other iconic places around the city plus learn fascinating factoids you ll quickly see why millions of
tourists visit this amazing city each year each 24 page book features controlled text with age
appropriate vocabulary and simple sentence construction the playful text colorful design and
captivating photos and map are sure to entice and excite beginning readers

Ed Koch and the Rebuilding of New York City 2011-12-02

in 1978 ed koch assumed control of a city plagued by filth crime bankruptcy and racial tensions by the
end of his mayoral run in 1989 and despite the wall street crash of 1987 his administration had begun
rebuilding neighborhoods and infrastructure unlike many american cities koch s new york was
growing not shrinking gentrification brought new businesses to neglected corners and converted low
end rental housing to coops and condos nevertheless not all the changes were positive aids crime
homelessness and violent racial conflict increased marking a time of great if somewhat uneven
transition for better or worse koch s efforts convinced many new yorkers to embrace a new political
order subsidizing business particularly finance insurance and real estate and privatizing public space
each phase of the city s recovery required a difficult choice between moneyed interests and social
services forcing koch to be both a moderate and a pragmatist as he tried to mitigate growing economic
inequality throughout koch s rough rhetoric attacking his opponents as crazy wackos and radicals
prompted charges of being racially divisive the first book to recast koch s legacy through personal and
mayoral papers authorized interviews and oral histories this volume plots a history of new york city
through two rarely studied yet crucial decades the bankruptcy of the 1970s and the recovery and
crash of the 1980s

DK Eyewitness Top 10 New York City 2023-09-07

known for its dazzling broadway shows towering skyscrapers world class restaurants and fast paced
lifestyle new york city is one of the world s most exhilarating and unforgettable cities make the most
of your trip to this vibrant city with dk eyewitness top 10 planning is a breeze with our simple lists
of ten covering the very best that new york city has to offer and ensuring that you don t miss a thing
best of all the pocket friendly format is light and easily portable the perfect companion while out and
about inside dk eyewitness top 10 new york city you will find up to date information with insider
tips and advice for staying safe top 10 lists of new york city s must sees including the empire state
building fifth avenue rockefeller center and ellis island new york city s most interesting areas with
the best places for sightseeing food and drink and shopping themed lists including the best museums
skyscrapers performing arts venues restaurants and much more easy to follow itineraries perfect for a
day trip a weekend or a week a laminated pull out map of new york city plus 13 full colour area
maps looking for more on new york city s culture history and attractions try our dk eyewitness new
york city about dk eyewitness at dk eyewitness we believe in the power of discovery we make it
easy for you to explore your dream destinations dk eyewitness travel guides have been helping
travellers to make the most of their breaks since 1993 filled with expert advice striking photography
and detailed illustrations our highly visual dk eyewitness guides will get you closer to your next
adventure we publish guides to more than 200 destinations from pocket sized city guides to
comprehensive country guides named top guidebook series at the 2020 wanderlust reader travel
awards we know that wherever you go next your dk eyewitness travel guides are the perfect
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companion

Moon New York City 2019-06-18

from the corner bodega to the top of the empire state building nyc is overflowing with energy and
culture experience the city with a local with moon new york city explore the city navigate by
neighborhood or by activity with color coded maps or follow a self guided neighborhood walk see the
sights dive into culture at the metropolitan museum of art or stroll down sun dappled paths in central
park before dinner and a broadway show get a taste of the city from cutting edge fine dining to a
slice from a beloved pizzeria new york has something for every palate bars and nightlife jazz clubs
beer gardens cocktail lounges world class theater and parties that don t end before dawn new york is
truly the city that never sleeps trusted advice native new yorker and journalist christopher
kompanek shows you his hometown strategic itineraries make the most of your trip with ideas for
foodies culture seekers families traveling with kids and more full color photos and detailed maps so
you can explore on your own handy tools background information on history and culture plus an
easy to read foldout map to use on the go with moon new york city s practical tips and local know
how you can plan your trip your way looking to experience more world class cities try moon boston
or moon chicago exploring the rest of the empire state check out moon new york state or moon
niagara falls

The Pop Culture Lover's Guide to New York City 2018

pop culture new york city the ultimate location finder

York in 50 Buildings 2018-03-15

explores the rich and fascinating history of york through an examination of some of its greatest
architectural treasures

Prettycitynewyork 2019-09-30

new york city is known for many things its urban high rise landscape the bustling atmosphere and
busy business and tourist spots pretty tree lined avenues cute shops and serene getaways do not
immediately come to mind for this cosmopolitan city but they are there acclaimed instagrammer
siobhan ferguson author of prettycitylondon now turns her discerning eye to the big apple itself
travel along with her as she uncovers the hidden gems the sweet secluded alleys the fantastic
markets the artisan boutiques that new york has to offer and reveals the beautiful the quaint and the
downright pretty scattered among the urban landscape of the world s most famous city stunning
photographs alongside fantastic tips to take your own pictures and create a prettycitynewyork
experience for yourself make this the perfect book for visitors on foot and armchair travelers alike

Murals of New York City 2020-03-03

if all of the murals of new york city were under one roof it would be the greatest collection of
populist art in america murals of new york city is the first book to curate over thirty of the most
important influential and impressive murals found within all five boroughs the murals featured in
this volume act as both an artistic and cultural guide to new york and its citizens over the past 100
years from the victorian sensibilities of the 1900 s to the new deal outlook of the wpa commissioned
artworks to the graffiti inflected art of keith haring and barry mcgee the book enlightens readers
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with the lively back stories of those who commissioned and created these murals and documents the
works through extensive original photography that shows both the murals in context and with
details that highlight the artistic hand of the muralists from courthouses to libraries to schoolrooms to
classic hotel watering holes murals of new york city introduces readers to a wide range of cultural
icons and artistic treasures full color images of works by the world s most celebrated artists including
marc chagall roy lichtenstein maxfield parrish and more are accompanied by informative and
historical commentary murals of new york city is perfect for art and architecture lovers and serves as
a resource for new yorkers and a souvenir for the millions of tourists who visit the city every year
the book contains addresses and historical information on each mural artist and location including the
circumstances in which they were created restored and preserved

Home End 2018

winner of the 2015 new york city book award the never before told story of the grid that ate
manhattan you either love it or hate it but nothing says new york like the street grid of manhattan
this is its story praise for city on a grid the best account to date of the process by which an odd
amalgamation of democracy and capitalism got written into new york s physical dna new york times
book review intriguing breezy and highly readable wall street journal city on a grid tells the too
little known tale of how and why manhattan came to be the waffle board city we know the new
yorker an expert investigation into what made the city special publishers weekly a fun fascinating
and accessible read for those curious enough to delve into the origins of an amazing city new york
journal of books koeppel is the very best sort of writer for this sort of history roanoke times

City on a Grid 2015-11-10

this set explores the hidden histories of san francisco new orleans and new york city with many
contributors each atlas addresses the multi faceted nature of a city as experienced by numerous
categories of inhabitants

Nonstop Metropolis 2016-10-19

winner of the travel media awards 2019 guide of the year whether you want to visit the iconic
empire state building take a leisurely stroll through central park or sample the sublime cocktails in
east village your dk eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all that new york city has to
offer dynamic and diverse new york city is bursting at the seams with unmissable sights mouth
watering cuisines and truly unique experiences from the soaring skyscrapers of manhattan to the
trendy bars of brooklyn the vibrant jazz clubs of harlem to the cobblestoned streets of soho the city
offers everything in abundance our annually updated guide brings new york city to life transporting
you there like no other travel guide does with expert led insights and advice detailed breakdowns of
all the must see sights photographs on practically every page and our trademark illustrations you ll
discover our pick of new york city s must sees top experiences and hidden gems the best spots to eat
drink shop and stay detailed maps and walks which make navigating the city easy easy to follow
itineraries expert advice get ready get around and stay safe color coded chapters to every part of new
york city from the upper east side to lower manhattan chelsea to chinatown our new lightweight
format so you can take your guide with you wherever you go have less time try our pocket friendly
top 10 new york city for top 10 lists to all things new york city
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DK Eyewitness New York City 2023-09-26

a brilliant mix of battle romance family struggles and personal triumphs new york gloriously captures
the search for freedom and prosperity at the heart of america s history a blockbuster masterpiece that
combines breath taking scope with narrative immediacy this grand historical epic traces the history of
new york through the lenses of several families the van dycks a wealthy dutch trading family the
masters scions of an english merchant clan torn apart during the revolution the hudsons slaves who
fight for their freedom over several generations the murphys who escape the famine in ireland and
land in the chaotic slum of five points the rewards robber barons of the gilded age the florinos an
immigrant italian clan who work building the great skyscrapers in the 1920s and the rabinowitzs
who flee anti semitism in europe and build a new life in brooklyn over time the lives of these
families become intertwined through the most momentous events in the fabric of america the
founding of the colonies the revolution the growth of new york as a major port and trading centre
the civil war the gilded age the explosion of immigration and the corruption of tammany hall the rise
of new york as a great world city in the early 20th century the trials of world war ii the tumult of
the 1960s the near demise of the city in the 1970s its roaring rebirth in the 1990s culminating in the
world trade center attacks at the beginning of the new century new york is the book that rutherfurd
s fans have been waiting for from the hardcover edition

New York 2011-11-29

from co star and co creator of comedy central s broad city abbi jacobson featuring over 30 illustrations
by artist and comedienne abbi jacobson this coloring book captures the charm and personality of
bustling new york city from cultural attractions and historic sites to quirky shops and everyday street
scenes a great keepsake for visitors and ny natives of all ages color this book offers hours of coloring
fun includes artichoke pizza brooklyn bridge central park city bakery greenwich village the high
line the statue of liberty and more

Color this Book: New York City 2013-04-23

1 new york times bestseller from the indie rock sensation known as japanese breakfast an
unforgettable memoir about family food grief love and growing up korean american in losing her
mother and cooking to bring her back to life zauner became herself npr celebrating over one year on
the new york times bestseller list in this exquisite story of family food grief and endurance michelle
zauner proves herself far more than a dazzling singer songwriter and guitarist with humor and heart
she tells of growing up one of the few asian american kids at her school in eugene oregon of
struggling with her mother s particular high expectations of her of a painful adolescence of treasured
months spent in her grandmother s tiny apartment in seoul where she and her mother would bond
late at night over heaping plates of food as she grew up moving to the east coast for college finding
work in the restaurant industry and performing gigs with her fledgling band and meeting the man
who would become her husband her koreanness began to feel ever more distant even as she found
the life she wanted to live it was her mother s diagnosis of terminal cancer when michelle was
twenty five that forced a reckoning with her identity and brought her to reclaim the gifts of taste
language and history her mother had given her vivacious and plainspoken lyrical and honest zauner s
voice is as radiantly alive on the page as it is onstage rich with intimate anecdotes that will resonate
widely and complete with family photos crying in h mart is a book to cherish share and reread
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Trow's New York City Directory 1856

in this eye opening cultural history brian tochterman examines competing narratives that shaped post
world war ii new york city as a sense of crisis rose in american cities during the 1960s and 1970s a
period defined by suburban growth and deindustrialization no city was viewed as in its death throes
more than new york feeding this narrative of the dying city was a wide range of representations in
film literature and the popular press representations that ironically would not have been produced if
not for a city full of productive possibilities as well as challenges tochterman reveals how elite culture
producers planners and theorists and elected officials drew on and perpetuated the fear of death to
press for a new urban vision it was this narrative of new york as the dying city tochterman argues
that contributed to a burgeoning and broad anti urban political culture hostile to state intervention on
behalf of cities and citizens ultimately the author shows that new york s decline and the decline of
american cities in general was in part a self fulfilling prophecy bolstered by urban fear and the new
political culture nourished by it

Crying in H Mart 2021-04-20

a celebration of new york s great trees in storiesand photographs

The Dying City 2017-05-08

uncover the artistic masterworks hidden across new york city in this charmingly illustrated
exploration of one of the world s greatest creative treasure troves there s so much to love about new
york and so much to see the city is full of art and architecture and history and not just in museums
hidden in plain sight in office building lobbies on street corners and tucked into soho lofts there s a
treasure trove of art waiting to be discovered and you don t need an art history degree to fall in love
with it art hiding in new york is a beautiful giftable book that explores all of these locations
traversing manhattan to bring 100 treasures to art lovers and intrepid new york adventurers curator
and urban explorer lori zimmer brings readers along to sites covering the biggest names of the 20th
century like jean michel basquiat s studio iconic keith haring murals the controversial site of richard
serra s tilted arc roy lichtenstein s subway station commission and many more each entry is
accompanied by a beautiful watercolor depiction of the work by artist maria krasinski as well as
location information for those itching to see for themselves with stunning details perfect for
displaying on any art lover s shelf and curated itineraries for planning your next urban exploration
this inspirational book is a must read for those who love art new york and of course both

New York City of Trees 2013

as a kid growing up in manhattan william helmreich played a game with his father they called last
stop they would pick a subway line and ride it to its final destination and explore the neighborhood
there decades later helmreich teaches university courses about new york and his love for exploring
the city is as strong as ever putting his feet to the test he decided that the only way to truly
understand new york was to walk virtually every block of all five boroughs an astonishing 6 000
miles his epic journey lasted four years and took him to every corner of manhattan brooklyn queens
the bronx and staten island helmreich spoke with hundreds of new yorkers from every part of the
globe and from every walk of life including mayor michael bloomberg and former mayors rudolph
giuliani david dinkins and edward koch their stories and his are the subject of this captivating and
highly original book we meet the guyanese immigrant who grows beautiful flowers outside his
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modest queens residence in order to always remember the homeland he left behind the brooklyn
raised grandchild of italian immigrants who illuminates a window of his brownstone with the family
s old neon grocery store sign and many many others helmreich draws on firsthand insights to
examine essential aspects of urban social life such as ethnicity gentrification and the use of space he
finds that to be a new yorker is to struggle to understand the place and to make a life that is as highly
local as it is dynamically cosmopolitan publisher s description

Art Hiding in New York 2020-09-22

the must have guide to pop culture history and world changing ideas that started in new york city
from the magazine at the center of it all since its founding in 1624 new york city has been a place
that creates things what began as a trading post for beaver pelts soon transformed into a hub of
technological social and cultural innovation but beyond fostering literal inventions like the elevator
inside cooper union in 1853 q tips by polish immigrant leo gerstenzang in 1923 general tso s chicken
reimagined for american tastes in the 1970s by one of its hunanese creators the singles bar 1965 on the
upper east side and scrabble 1931 in jackson heights the city has given birth to or perfected idioms
forms and ways of thinking that have changed the world from abstract expressionism to broadway
baseball to hip hop news blogs to neoconservatism to the concept of downtown those creations and
more are all collected in the encyclopedia of new york an a to z compendium of unexpected origin
stories hidden histories and useful guides to the greatest city in the world compiled by the editors of
new york magazine a city invention itself since 1968 and featuring contributions from rebecca traister
jerry saltz frank rich jonathan chait rhonda garelick kathryn vanarendonk christopher bonanos and
more here you will find something fascinating and uniquely new york on every page a history of
the city s skyline accompanied by a tour guide s list of the best things about every observation deck
the development of positive thinking and punk music appreciations of seltzer and alternate side of the
street parking the oddest object to be found at ripley s believe it or not musical theater next to
muckracking and mugging and the unbelievable revelation that english muffins were created on
west twentieth street whether you are a lifelong resident a curious newcomer or an armchair
traveler this is the guidebook you ll need straight from the people who know new york best

The New York Nobody Knows 2015-08-25

explore new york city with a fun little golden book guidebook written specifically for the youngest
tourists and residents get ready to explore new york city with poppy the pigeon as your guide this
little golden book highlights major attractions of the big apple including the empire state building the
apollo theater ellis island and the high line plus there are great suggestions of things to do such as ice
skate at rockefeller center ride the carousel in central park and eat cannoli in little italy perfect for
families with young kids visiting new york city nyc residents who wish to discover more of their
hometown and anyone who wants to learn about a fun city from the comfort of their home

The Encyclopedia of New York 2020-10-20

as cities around the world seek new ways to improve their physical social and economic
environments they are paying greater attention to the value of public space provision of new plazas
and parks reclamation of existing waterfronts and beautification of public streets are all increasingly
viewed as important strategies for enhancing the quality of urban living with scarce public dollars
available cities are teaming with the private sector in innovative public private partnerships to fund
these approaches one of the most significant public private partnerships to obtain urban public space
has been pioneered in new york city under the rubric of privately owned public space since 1961
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hundreds of office and residential towers have received zoning floor area bonuses to encourage the
provision of a wide variety of outdoor and indoor spaces plazas arcades atriums that are legally
required to be open and accessible to the public at their best these spaces marry aesthetics with
function offering unique physical and social environments within a densely packed urban center at
their worst they are barren unusable surfaces or privatizedby management spaces that diminish the
spirit underlying the laws that created them until now comprehensive systematic knowledge about
this vast collection of public spaces has not existed either for experts or members of the public to
remedy this gap harvard university professor jerold s kayden the new york city department of city
planning and the municipal art society of new york have joined forces to research and write
privately owned public space the new york city experience through words photographs scaled site
plans maps and analysis of newly assembled data they examine the history law design and use of the
city s privately owned public spaces each of the more than 500 spaces is individually discussed to
provide far reaching comparative information about this unique category of public space in reading
this book designers planners lawyers and academics will gain greater understanding about the
possibilities and problems inherent in the design management and enforcement of privately owned
public space public officials private owners and civic group representatives will learn more about
their roles in ensuring public access and vitality of such spaces individuals will discover where new
york city s public spaces are located and what amenities they offer everyone will comprehend more
completely the contribution that privately owned public space can make toward open and attractive
cities in which all individuals have access to a diversity of public places

My Little Golden Book About New York City 2021-09-14

this tour guide for time travelers offers new york lovers and 1930s buffs an endlessly fascinating look
at life as it was lived in the days when a trolley ride cost five cents a room at the plaza was 7 50 and
the new world s fair was the talk of the town hailed by the new york times as one of the 10 best
books ever written about the city photos maps

Privately Owned Public Space 2000-11-06

The WPA Guide to New York City 1982

Scope of Soviet Activity in the United States 1956
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